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O

ver the years we have published several
issues relating to silver glass, and they continue to be some of our most popular issues
ever. I can certainly see why – the stuff is nothing
short of magical. Even with expert handling, the results
are always an exciting surprise. Like a spirited and
independent child, silver glass has a mind of its own,
often challenging us, but just as often inspiring us.
Our featured artist this month is the amazing Jana
Filípková who shares her design for a breathtaking
sculptural flower. Coaxing fabulous colors with silver
glass never seemed so easy! Thanks Jana. Our other
tutorials by Hayley Tsang Sather, Mary Ann Helmond,
and Jed Hannay of Double Helix Glassworks are all
sure to inspire you to push your silver glass techniques to the next level.
We have two great articles for you this month by our
own features writer, Karen Leonardo. Karen is introducing us to the Pittsburgh Glass Center, a wonderland of a studio dedicated to the teaching of every
aspect of glass art. She also is giving us a peek into
the world of Carlo Donà Tools, one of our favorite resources for quality handmade lampworking tools.
Next month our theme is Special Finishes, and it is
proving to be another exciting, jam-packed issue. Until
then, grab some coffee (or your favorite adult beverage) and enjoy our issue on silver glass. Then get out
to your studio and fire up your torch! You know you
want to!

Diane Woodall
Editor-in-Chief
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Some silver glass beads to inspire you!
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tranquil blues and greens!
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Slver glass comes in warm colors too!
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It's like a rainbow in one bead!
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Jana Filípková
SILVER GLASS WHISPERER
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By Karen Leonardo

J

ana Filípková grew up
in a very artistic family.
Her mother crocheted
and her father was a selftaught artist, painter, and
sculptor. He taught her what
he knew with pencil, paper, and paints. She recalls
spending hours with him
drawing at the kitchen table.
At that time life was free and
easy in the historical city
of Uherské Hradiště in the
Czech Republic where she
was born. She lived there for
28 years until moving to the
little town of St. Město when
she married. She mentions,
“My home town, Uherské
Hradiště, was founded in
1257, and is steeped in old world history and beautiful architecture. There are castles near the town
which are amazing places to visit. My favorite place
is Buchlovice Castle Gardens. It has some calming
surroundings with old trees, flowers, and peacocks.
If you need to relax and look for inspiration, you
must visit.” She would like to be part of a small
mountain town again, however, one like the town
where she was raised.

Working as a dental technician, Jana missed her
artistry and decided to begin playing with polymer
clay. It sparked her creativity, but she found that
her interests did not lie in that medium. She says,
“I remember the day when I found glass beads on
the internet. It was the second thing I ever fell in
love with, the first was my husband of course, who
bought me my first torch, a Hothead in 2012. I was
amazed at the fire and melting glass and couldn’t
wait for my newly-made beads to cool down to see
what they looked like. Every bead was a little surprise. Not every surprise was good though.” She
says her first teacher was YouTube. She spent a
lot of time watching videos but she couldn’t understand them very well as English is not her first
language.
Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Her second and best teacher was time spent on
the torch and learning from her mistakes. She
mentions, “There were a lot of burns on my body
and I destroyed a lot of glass, but I was like a
happy child eating ice cream. I created something
from glass and occasionally it looked like a
bead.” Every minute of everyday torch“There
ing was a highlight to her creative
flow, making beads and discovering
were a lot
new things.

of
burns on my body and
I destroyed a lot of glass,
but I was like a happy
child eating ice
cream.”

In 2013, Jana spent a few weeks
in the hospital. Recovery was
very slow and unfortunately, she
couldn’t do any physical work.
Fortunately, she could spend time
at her torch, learning more and more
each day. At some point people started
noticing her lovely beads. She had drawers full of
them, so she decided to sell her glass creations. “I
found an amazing Facebook group called Lampwork Bead Market where I sold my first bead. I’m
sure everybody remembers the feeling they had
when they sold their first bead. I was very excited.
I will never forget the name of my first customer;
she is still my customer today.”
Jana’s best inspiration is nature since nature is
the most amazing artist. Her creativity flows, especially sculpting flowers and little creatures, like
butterflies and dragonflies. She feels butterflies
have been her companions like beautiful graceful
angels. With each sculpted bead she makes, she
discovers new techniques to add to her already
stunning artistry.

Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Jana says her beads are unique compared to what
is in the marketplace because of what one woman
said to her. “She told me these two simple words
‘Be different’, and it helped me discover myself. I
love unusual things and the combination of these
two things makes my work what it is today. I think
I have my own style and it’s very easily recognizable and I’m proud of it. Just to let you know,
I’m not a big fan of MTO (made to order). When
I make beads to order, they don’t turn out as the
original and it upsets me, so if you see anything
you really like, it is best to purchase it right away.”

Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Jana says she is also not a big fan of planning.
She lives her life more in the spur of the moment.
She says, “I accept my life as it is with all happiness and sadness, smiles and tears, success and
failure. Every day is a surprise and I look forward
for it.”
Jana has taught twice, both times outside of her
native country. Her first teaching experience was
at Mango Beads studio in the United Kingdom, and
the second opportunity was at Grace Edwards’ studio in Ottawa, Canada. She is very grateful to have
been asked to teach. When first making her beads,
she was just excited to make them and never
thought she would be able to teach. She says, “The
classes taught me I can do everything I want, and
anything is possible. When I started making beads,
I couldn’t imagine selling my beads all over the
world, and I never thought I could teach, but I have
accomplished both. These amazing trips will always
be in my heart. I teach how to make butterflies,
flowers, hummingbirds. and how to blow perfume
bottles. I’m always happy if somebody invites me to
present my technique.”
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Jana would like to say, “Thank you so much
to all my customers who have bought my
beads and supported me. You gave me a big
opportunity to make beads full-time. I couldn’t
be where I am without you. Thank you!”
You can see Jana’s work on Facebook only,
since she closed her Etsy store. Her contact
information is https://www.facebook.com/
jana.filipkova.50, and in the Facebook group,
Lampwork Bead Market.

Another Girls Treasures,
your source for Dichroic Dots
Dichroic Garnishes for Glass, Enamel,
and Fusing Artisans

https://www.facebook.com/AnotherGirlsTreasuresandGifts/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/MurriniandMore/
Soda Lime Times

https://www.etsy.com/ru/shop/HelenHernburg
www.facebook.com/elena.hernburg.3
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Carlo Donà Tools
GLASS TOOL MASTERY FROM MURANO

By Karen Leonardo

C

arlo Donà Tools has a long 95-year history
in Murano, Italy creating tools for glass
artists. Carlo (Carletto) Donà passed away
in 2014, however his son Roberto has kept the
flourishing business running, supplying handcrafted quality tools to customers around the world.
Venetian/Italian glass and its maestros (masters)
are well-known around the world since Venetian
glass has been around for hundreds of years.

Carlo Donà Tools began when Roberto’s
great-grandfather, a blacksmith, and his grandfather started a business with the grandfather’s
brother. They separated their business eventually
and the Carlo Donà company was born in 1923,
handcrafting every tool necessary for glasswork.
Roberto’s father, Carlo, worked with his father and
also started a business making motors for boats
to transport materials to the island. At that time,
they either rowed or sailed boats. As a child of
The Venetian glass artisans are honored within
ten, Roberto began spending time in his father’s
their community. Many of these have studied their studio and began working for the family business
craft with their fathers, and the trade has been
when he was sixteen. He has been in the business
handed down from generation to generation. Glass thirty-nine years. Carlo didn’t care for the adminis one of Murano’s major industries and a lure for
istrative part of the business but enjoyed making
tourists, among the ethereal water canals and
the tools, so Roberto took over the administrative
unique architecture.
aspect of running the business.

Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Roberto (right), and his staff
Currently, Roberto runs the business with four employees.
The employees are loyal to Roberto since he apprentices
only those who will stay with him forever. He says, “I teach
only to people that will stay with me forever. My assistants
stay with me because I create an atmosphere of positivity,
trust, and consideration. I spent my life inside the studio; I
want to feel positive energy when I go there and we all give
our best. We joke, sing, and laugh all day.”
Roberto’s work space is part of what was called the “big”
shop. When the economic crisis began in Murano, he
decided to eliminate some of their products and just make
tools. There were 15 employees at one point. He said, “We
made everything for hot and cold studios like kilns, garages,
cold working machines, wood molds, metal molds, etc. Now
we make tools only.”
You can see the beauty in Carlo Donà tools. You can see
Roberto has passion for his work. The look of the shiny and
sleek tools is “sexy” with smooth lines and curves, if you
can say a tool is “sexy.” You just want to pick them up and
feel their aura. The quality will last for generations to come
just like the tools his great-grandfather made.
Carlo Donà is known as one of the best tool lines throughout the world. When you visit Murano, you must go to his
Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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shop and see where the amazing tools are made.
Roberto says, “Everyone is welcomed if they
wish to visit me. I would like my customers to feel
comfortable to tell me what they think about my
work whether positive or negative. Criticism helps
me grow. I appreciate the respect they give me for
my hard work even if they don’t understand what
each tool does. I would like to be known for quality
craftsmanship and hope my passion is seen in the
design of the tools.”

Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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One thing that bothers Roberto is being called
a Maestro. He mentions, “I don’t like the words
Maestro or Superstar. I like to talk with people on
the same level because we are all people with
different qualities about us that are important. We
are really no different from one another.” Roberto
is very humble given his expertise listening to the
needs of his customers and creating tools to fill
those needs.
Reflecting back, Roberto had received a college
scholarship and was doing well with his studies
and sports but he wanted to help his father with
the family business. He loves what Carlo Donà
Tools does for his independence. He recalls it
being hard to work for his father when he was
young, but they both had a huge love for each
other that would overcome anything. Roberto
works a lot but enjoys time with friends drinking
wine and dining along the water. He does
reminisce about his younger days when he was 21
and a Rugby player in the First Rugby Division. An
injury in the shop caused him to step down as a
player but he later coached.
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If you are interested in his tools, you can contact
his distributors to see what is available, order any
of his tools, or request something custom.
You can purchase his tools from his USA and
Scandinavian distributors. He receives so many
requests to increase his distribution, but his production is small with four employees and profits to
grow the business are difficult given the amount of
taxation in Italy. Even though taxation and tariffs
are high in Italy, Roberto continues to follow his
passion and continue his father’s and grandfather’s legacy, making custom tools for the art glass
industry. Robert says “Ciao” and please visit his
shop when in Murano!
Check out the links to purchase Carlo Donà Tools.
www.carloDona.com
www.spiralarts.com
www.essemce.com

Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Pittsburgh Glass Center
STATE OF THE ART GLASS FACILITY
By Karen Leonardo

T

he Pittsburgh Glass Center (PGC), a nonprofit organization, is one of the top glass art
facilities in the U.S.A. It is part of the unique
history of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. At one point
in the early 1900s before the big steel mill boom,
Pennsylvania produced eighty percent of the commercial glass in the U.S. When you come to take
a class or teach at PGC, you can tour the city with
its noteworthy glass history and learn from the pioneers in early glass production as well.
The Pittsburgh Glass Center opened its doors
in 2001. It began with a vision from co-founding artists, Kathleen Mulcahy and Ron Desmett
(1948-2016). With the support of the Urban

Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Redevelopment Authority and William Block, a
passionate art collector and businessman, their
dream was realized.
In the early 1990s, Kathleen and Ron shared a
vision to create an innovative glass art center that
would transform the city. Kathleen Mulcahy says,
“When the arts thrive, the area and the region
thrive. Art tells others who we really are, how we
feel, and what we think of ourselves. By allowing
ourselves to be fully immersed in the joy of this
experience, our ideas awaken from sleep and
define who we are again and what we want to
communicate.”
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“The mission of PGC is the advancement of glass
art. Glass Art: We teach it. We create it. We promote it. We support those who make it. We are
a nonprofit, public access school, gallery, and
state-of-the-art glass studio dedicated to teaching,
creating, and promoting glass art. World-renowned
artists come here to make studio glass art. People
interested in learning more about glass come here
to take a class, explore the contemporary gallery,
and watch live hot glass demonstrations.”
PGC offers classes, scholarships, exhibitions, art
residencies, studio rentals, and free public events.
Classes are small, so each student gets one-onone instruction and plenty of time in the studio
to practice. Workshops range from 15-minute
Make-It-Now experiences to multi-week, in-depth,
advanced classes with master artists from around
the world. The youth arts program is for students
grades 6-12. Many of the art glass teachers have
come from around the world. Some of
the acclaimed flameworking artists
include: Chris Ahalt, Eunsuh Choi,
Shane Fero, Kim Fields, Robert
Mickelsen, Janice Miltenberger,
Sally Prasch, Corina Tettinger,
Bronwen Heilman, Heather
Trimlett, Leah Fairbanks, and
Mauro Vianello, to name a few.

“The mission of PGC is
the advancement
of glass art. Glass
Art: We teach it. We
create it. We promote it. We support those who
make it.”

Corina Tettinger
Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Bronwen Heilman

Heather Trimlett
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Leah Fairbanks

From the Mauro Vianello class

JC Herrell (standing)
Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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The flameworking studio has 900 square feet of
air-conditioned space with twelve work stations. In
addition to the sate-of-the-art studio, you can find
hot and cold-working equipment, huge open-air
spaces, flexible working space, and a supportive
staff who specializes in personal attention.

called “Embodiment” and was a juried exhibit of
wearable glass art.

“Entries were received from around the world,
including Israel, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland,
the United Kingdom, and the U.S.A. Sixty-nine
works of art were selected for exhibition which
were created by ten artists from Pittsburgh (some
The twelve workstations each contain Nortel Main collaboration with other artists from outside the
jor/Minor torches, benchtop annealers with 12 x
area). The art work reflected a variety of glass
9-inch interior, a toolbox with essential tools for
techniques. The ‘embodiment’ pieces chosen were
working with glass, a ventilation hood, National
judged on craftsmanship, aesthetic beauty, orighand torches, and Herbert Arnold Zenit torches
with foot pedals. There are also two 4 x 3-foot inte- inality/creativity, and realization of the concept of
rior annealers for large scale work, specialty bead- embodiment, meaning a tangible or visible form of
a specific idea, quality or feeling.”
making tools, hand tools, and a variety of metal
and graphite shaping tools.
PGC offers a variety of scholarships to make
classes accessible to as many people as possible.
The scholarships are for for adults and children as
young as middle school, and even a summer teen
boot camp.
The Hodge Gallery at Pittsburgh Glass Center presents contemporary glass art exhibitions
throughout the year. The very first flameworked/
bead jewelry presentation took place from October 6 to November 19, 2017 in collaboration with
the Three Rivers Glass beadmakers group. It was
Embodiment exhibit

Youth artist class
Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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PGC offers several residency tracks that provide
direct support to artists working in any media and
at any place in their careers, from emerging to established. They are offering a new program called
the Ron Desmett Memorial Award for Imagination
with Glass. The Award is for artists who think outside of the box, practice curiosity, and take risks
to create unique, imaginative works in glass or
incorporating glass. You can see the requirements
of their website listed below. A minimum of $5,000
will be awarded annually to an artist (or scholar) in
one of four categories: youth, emerging artist, furnace, and critical writing.
It is open to the public for free every day except
for holidays. Once a month, PGC holds free open
house events called Hot Jam featuring live hot
glassblowing and flameworking demonstrations for
all ages. They also support Beads of Courage with
an annual day of beadmaking and an opportunity
for families from Pittsburgh Children’s Hospital to
come and watch live bead making.

Beads of Courage day

The main fundraising event is called “Art on Fire:
Celebration and Auction.” It is a fun party and
Pittsburgh’s only glass art auction. It is held annually in September and raises over ten percent
of PGC’s annual operating funds. The highlights
of the event are the live and silent auctions which
feature over 100 works of handmade glass art
from local and internationally renowned artists.
The unique delectable food is catered and prepared by chefs. The drinks and cocktails are
always abundant and delicious. The party is the
place to be in Pittsburgh, hob-knobbing with the
city’s most influential business people, artisans,
and those who just love glass.
“PGC is proud to say over 20,000 people annually are educated through free events, exhibitions,
demonstrations, classes, and residencies. That’s
over a quarter of a million individuals since opening in 2001!”
With such high goals and grand credentials, the
Pittsburgh Glass Center is a great place to take
your flameworking classes or teach. Visit a very
historical city with so much to do and see. And
as an aside, you must try the Primani Brothers
famous sandwiches too. Why not make your next
trip to Pittsburgh and book a class today?

Beads of Courage day
Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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You can learn more about PGC at the link:
www.PittsburghGlassCenter.org
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2018-2019 Classes

Large Hole
Fresh Water Pearls

Where glass, play & inspiration meet.
No ve m be

r 2018

K im Fields

Chelle Jovan

S o ld O u t

!

Kim Fields
Com ing Fe

b. /M arch

Ast rid R

2019

ie de l

Quantity Discounts Available
Web site - www.venghauspearls.com

Aja Vaz
Kristina Logan
Com ing Ap

ri l 2019

Le sl ie Fo

Com ing M

ster

850-496-3528

Astrid Riedel
ay 2019

Li sa Flet

ch er

Available Now!
Leslie Foster

Chelle Jovan

Wildlife Discovery
Ne w !

Kim Fields

Nature in Glass

The Art of Glass, Volume II: No Limits

Lisa Fletcher

October 4-8, 2018

$925

November 1-5, 2018

$1,100

Kristina Logan

Call or email to get on wait list! January 11-13, 2019

$775

Astrid Riedel

Implosions, Hollows,
Enamels & Op Art

February 21-25, 2019

TBA

Implosions, Flower Cane,
Silver Glass & Mokume Gane

Feb. 28-March 4, 2019

TBA

Implosions, Flower Cane,
Silver Glass & Mokume Gane

March 14-18, 2019

TBA

Leslie Foster

April 13-14, 2019

$525

May 2-6, 2019

$1,175

Honeycomb Heaven

Lisa Fletcher
Color Magic

Ne w !

Reserve your seat today!

the-melting-point.com 928.554.4754
1449 West State Route 89A, Suite 1, Sedona, Arizona 86336
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TIPS, TECHNIQUES, & QUESTIONS
By Darryle Jadaa

T

he byline this month should really say “By Darryle Jadaa and a lot of other really helpful and wonderful people on Facebook”! This month I turned to the Facebook forum, Lampwork Tips, Techniques, and Questions, and asked members to contribute tips for this column. Each tip is attributed to a specific person, using their Facebook name. This is a very knowledgeable group!
•

Place your new mandrels in the kiln for a full
cycle and it seems to increase the mandrel’s
ability to grab the bead release. Barbara Hale
Elmore

•

Leave your oxygen concentrator on while taking a break. These machines are meant to run
24/7 and it is better not to turn them on and off.
Inge Von Roos

•

Under my work bench (far from flames), I keep •
Windex in a nail polish remover dispenser. This
makes it easy to wipe clean the glass rods as I
use them. Julie VanEmber

I put my stringers into a plastic test-tube holder at
the end of the session, so I always have stringers
to grab from. Ursula Mann

Windex in a nail polish despenser.
Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Test tube holder on Ursula's bench.
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•

•

You can harden your thin mandrels after each •
use to make them last longer by putting them
in the kiln at your garage temp (965 or thereabouts) and then transferring them into a tub of
•
cold water. SIZZLE! I do this every torch session so I have a ready supply of thin mandrels
that don’t bend easily. Juliet Page
I water my bead release until it is extremely
watery, and, as such, there is a very thin coat
on my mandrel. Darryle Jadaa

I like to add aluminum foil shapes (cut with a
small paper punch) to the surface of beads.
Remember to use appropriate respiratory protection when using any metals. Kristy Smith

Aluminum foil cut-outs

Thin bead release

•

Pay attention to what color your rod is at different temperatures. It will make your heat control
so much easier. Marcy Lamberson

I use tin can lids to hold my frit. They are fireproof, and they keep the frit dust free when
stacked up with an empty one on top. Oh, and
you can label frit with a sharpie on the edge of
the lid. E Susan Chambers

Tin can lids for holding frit
Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Aluminum foil cut-outs on beads by Kristy Smith
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•

I buy stainless steel welding rods from a local
welding shop and cut my own mandrels. Making your own saves a ton of money, and you
can cut them in different lengths, based on
your working style. Rene Bulmer

•

Someone once said to store bead release in
its tightly closed bottle upside down, and I’ve
been doing that ever since. My bead release
does not get thick and goopy because it’s airtight. Christine Caronna Beard

•

Continuing the topic of welding rods…I was
always told that 316L (L for low carbon, I think)
was the best alloy for mandrels, but that 308L
was okay if you couldn’t get 316L. For size,
you just specify the diameter you want – 1/16,
3/32, whatever. It’s important to say “TIG welding rods” (“TIG” is pronounced “tig” not T-I-G.)
Emily McKilip

•

Continuing the discussion of bead release… I
do the same upside-down thing and also add
several “experiment” beads into the jug so that
I have automatic mixers when I shake the jug
of bead release. Candee Paredes

Welding rods and cutter

Store bead release upside down

Photo by Michael Kelley

•

Stainless steel straws make awesome blowpipes.
Ingrid Stanova

•

I love to make and use stringers, but I would
forget what the original glass was…for example, is that just yellow stringer or was that
DH Hyperion? Now when I make stringers, I
store them in test tubes that are labeled with
a sharpie and held in a small bucket of aquarium gravel. I can erase the sharpie text with a
swipe of alcohol and now I know the source of
my stringers. Cynthia Konow Brownnell

•

In the process of making a bead, always ask
yourself: why do I do exactly what I do? Each
action behind the torch should make sense to
achieve the result you desire. If the result is
not as you planned, ask yourself “why?” Find
an answer and start from the beginning. Every
failure turns into experience and luck, if you
constantly ask yourself “why”? Elena Hernburg
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Stainless steel straws used as blowpipes
Photo by Rachael McManis
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Thanks so much to everyone
who contributed the tips. If you
haven’t already joined us, drop
by Lampwork Tips, Techniques,
and Questions on Facebook and
join up. We are a fun group of
likeminded people trying to help
each other along.
And finally, an oldie but a goody,
if you smell chicken cooking and
nobody is making dinner, make
sure you’re not on fire! Deborah
Dunkerton

CAUTION!
DO NOT
SET
YOURSELF
ON FIRE
REALLY! DON'T DO

Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Getting Down to Business

TEN WAYS TO MOVE FORWARD WHEN BUSINESS IS SLOW

RUSH

S

ES
N
I
S
BU

By Catherine Winter

T

here’s a slow and lazy feeling about August.
Humidity is high, cicadas are buzzing, and
kids are dragging their feet around knowing
that this is the end of freedom. No matter how long
we’ve been out of school, we all feel the laziness
now. Add to this the traditionally slow sales of
August and we’re all tempted to let the business
slide for the moment.

year. No, we don’t feel like working. It’s time to
put on your big girl pants and do the work. When
September rolls around and things pick up again,
you’ll be busy working IN the business - take this
slow time of year to work ON the business.

Wrong.

1. Vision time.

Now is the time to really put some muscle into
your business. Yes, sales are slow at this time of

Grab your notebook and your favorite pen, pencil,
or crayon; now doodle and ponder. In an ideal

Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Ten things to work on during
a business slow season:
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world where do you want your business to be in
six months? Twelve months? Two years? What’s
your idea of a perfect work day? How much would
you like to make? How can you make that money?
What’s the most awesome thing you’d like to
happen in your business? Dream big and silly and
write it all down.
2. Work on your marketing message.
Marketing is communicating what you do
to your customers. Before you can tell
them, you must know yourself. What
do you do? Now is the time to work
on your elevator speech.
3. Think about new
marketing materials.
Do you have postcards
yet? A new business
card? Take a good look
at your packaging, both
for your booth and your
online sales. If you were
to receive this as a gift,
would you be wowed by the
package? Most importantly,
if your work is being given as
a gift and the recipient wants
to order more, have you told
them how to find you so they
can place an order?

4. Brainstorm your Christmas craft shows.
Start planning them now, make yourself a production list so that you aren’t working until 3 a.m. the
night before in November. Plan your holiday booth
to the last detail.
5. What, you aren’t booked to do a Christmas
craft show?

Go and book one! Larger craft shows
book 6 – 12 months in advance. If you
haven’t booked a show yet, look for
ANsmaller shows. Why not decide
ELEVATOR
that you’ll do a larger show next
SPEECH:
year and start researching
Imagine getting
them now?

into an elevator with
6. Improve your photograa stranger. As the door
phy skills.
closes, she asks you what
you do. By the time she
If you are selling online, or
gets off the elevator, she
plan on selling online soon,
should know who you are
you’ll already be aware that
the most important thing
and what your business
you need is brilliant phois. Example: My name is
tography. Online shoppers
Catherine Winter and
can’t touch your work, so
my company is Sailoryour photos are what sells
the item. If you create one
girl Jewelry. I make
product that is reproduced
whimsical, fun, shiny,
hundreds of times, then you can
happy, handmade
afford to hire a professional to
glass jewelry.
take amazing photos. Most of the
time it is not financially viable to pay
someone to shoot images so you will
need to do them yourself. Photography is a skill, and that means practice,
practice, practice. There are great tips
and tutorials online to help you.

Wow
them
with
great
packaging!
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7. Read your product descriptions and then
read them again.
Do they make you want to open your wallet? No?
Then rewrite them.
8. Cue up your social media posts.
Social media is FREE marketing, people! Your
customers are buying handmade because they
want to know the hands that made the work.
Sharing something of your process invites them
into your world and makes them feel a part of your
business. That said, finding the time to take a
photo or write a small blog post every day is really
tough. When you have some downtime, take 10
photos and edit them, write 10 small blurbs and
then have them ready to go.

10. Learn something new!
The kids go back to school soon, how about
you? Learning new techniques, playing with new
materials or trying a whole new craft is not only
fun but also adds new dimensions to your work.
It’s really important to stay fresh and create new
work constantly and learning new skills is a great
way of doing this. Stretch your boundaries and
see what happens.

9. Build up your online business community.
A lot of creative people work at home, especially if you are doing this part-time and it’s hard
sometimes to remember that we’re not alone.
Your community is important not just for the moral
support but for information. Your community will
tell you how fabulous you and your work are,
they’ll let you know about craft shows, deals on
supplies, important blogs to read and advertise on,
and which online venues are good for selling. Your
community can be the key to success. Take some
time now to find your online community. Make
friends on Facebook, join online groups, read
blogs, explore Instagram.
Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Thinking about goals, creating schedules, working
on your marketing messages are all part of
working ON your business. Anyone can work IN
your business creating work. It's those who also
spend the time working ON the business, who
have a purpose and a roadmap who will succeed.
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About the author:
Catherine Winter is a Toronto-based glass bead artist and jewelry
designer. She began her company, Sailorgirl Jewelry, in 2004 with the
goal of playing with hot glass for eight months a year in order to finance
her sailing habit the other four months.
With a background in small business startups, Catherine discovered very
quickly that selling handmade work is very different from selling software.
By adapting basic business ideas to her handmade world, she has been
able to meet her goals and float happily in a sea of blue.
Knowing that many creative people don’t read business books, she is creating CraftySuccess.com, a
place where she can teach business thinking to crafty people.

OTTI-MINI-TOOLS

Designed for bead makers,
manufactured in short runs

Fully equipped studio for bead making, glass fusing and mosaic near Frankfurt,
Germany Classes for beginner, intermediate & advanced level Masterclasses
with visiting artists from around the world Otti-Mini-Tools for lampwork artists in
short runs Tools and presses in custom designs Glass, tools and more

www.otterbein-glas.de
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Spotlight
DOUBLE HELIX GLASSWORKS
By Darryle Jadaa
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Double Helix is a family-owned company located
in Charlottesville, Virginia. They currently have
four employees which include the husband and
wife team of Jed and Julie Hannay (below), their
daughter, Jora, and their friend, Tim Peterson.
Their son, Jacob, who previously worked for them,
is now serving in the US Marine Corps.
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t is more than appropriate to spotlight Double
Helix Glassworks (DH) in this issue on silver
glass. It is likely that everyone who uses silver
glass has used a Double Helix product at some
point. What a testament to a great business!
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Their production line currently includes 29 stunning colors. These include striking colors (e.g.,
Skylla and Skiron), reduction colors (e.g., laso and
Triton), and neutral colors. Neutrals include clears
(Zephyr and Aether), the new black (Oracle), and
Rhea, a deep red.
Rhea is a stunning new color from DH. It is a
neutral color, meaning that it does not require a
special flame chemistry while working. The depth
of the color is very strong and yet it retains its
translucency when worked. When Rhea is layered
with other colors, both silver and non-reactive, the
beauty of the red creates a wonderful backdrop for
the interplay of the other colors.

One of their newest striking colors is Skylla which
has a lovely range of purples, yellow, and pinks. I
think the colors are jaw-droppingly beautiful. There
is a free tutorial on Snapguide on how to make a
Tapestry bead using Skylla. (https://snapguide.
com/guides/make-a-tapestry-bead-using-double-helix-skylla/)

Skylla

Rhea

If you are wondering about how to work with silver
glass, there are a number of free tutorials on their
website which are both written and video as well
as links to tutorials for purchase. Lately they have
been using the new internet format, Snapguide, as
a venue for their tutorials.
If you are making a purchase at DH, I strongly
recommend dropping a bag or two of their murrini
into your cart (and why not some frit and shards
as well?) Silver glass murrini (below) will develop
wonderful reactions while being worked and add
an interesting aspect to any focal bead.

Rhea
Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Double Helix has amazing customer service. Shipping is $9.95 flat rate for orders under $200, and
free for orders over $200 – no need to wait on a
shipping quote. If the product is on the website, it
is in stock so you can add it to your cart and know
that it will ship tomorrow. There is no need to insure your package. If it gets lost or damaged in
the post, DH will replace it (excludes first-class international unfortunately) and if you don’t love the
product, they will exchange it or refund you!

Jed’s curious nature inspires him to continually
create new test batches, only a few of which are
ever released to the public. They have spent the
past twelve years (since 2006) inventing, testing,
and refining the colors in their line. Their hard work
has enabled the lampwork community to create
stunning works of art. Thanks so much Double
Helix!

Beads by Astrid Reidel using Elecktra and her own murrini
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The Magic Flower
By Jana Filípková
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M

y Magic Flower bead was inspired by my
experimentation with silver glass and my
interest in nature. When you recreate the
bead from this tutorial, you may get similar results,
but what I love most about silver glass is that you
can expect something different and unexpected
every time. Silver glass is magical, and nature is
the perfect theme for extraordinary surprises.

Tools and supplies:
Tweezers
Mashers
Double Helix Aurae
Effetre Super Clear
Effetre Intense Black

Before you begin:
Start making some fine stringers
from Effetre intense black and
DH Aurae. I prefer a size about
1mm or less.

Creating the petals:

1a

1b

Steps 1a and 1b: Create a little
gather on the end of an intense
black rod, and flatten it with the
mashers. Make the blob smaller
and thinner than the size of the
petal you want. There will be
three layers of glass and the size
of the petal will get bigger with
each layer.
Step 2: Cover one side of the
black with very thin layer of Aurae (just one side). Heat and
flatten it. Be sure you cover the
whole side.

2

3a

3b

3c
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Steps 3a - 3c: Turn down the oxygen and reduce. I prefer using
a very gentle reducing flame because of better reducing control.
Add some little dots of intense
black on the reduced surface.
Don’t melt the dots down. Encase the top side with a thin
layer of super clear and flatten.
When you encase, don’t heat the
background too much because
this might destroy the dots.
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4b

4a

4c

4d

Steps 4a - 4e: Heat the end
of the clear glass and carefully
attach it to the petal. Heat the
bottom side of the petal and
carefully melt off the black rod
so that the clear rod become a
punty. Apply some heat to the tip
of the petal, grab with tweezers,
and pull to create one end of
the petal. Holding the petal with
preheated tweezers, melt off the
punty, pulling the punty end into
a point. Put the finished petal
into your kiln, in your blanket, or
on a warmer. I use a kitchen hotplate. It´s more comfortable than
a kiln.
Now it is time to make another
petal. You will need five petals
for this project, but it’s better to
make more than you need because you never know.

Building the flower:
Steps 5a - 5c: Now it’s time to
build the flower. Create a small,
lemon-shaped bead, and flatten
it with mashers. The hardest part
of creating a flower is beginning,
so just dive right in and then
keep practicing.
4e

5a
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6b

6a

6d

6c

Steps 6a - 6e: Preheat the tweezers, pick up a petal, then preheat it carefully in the end of the
flame. Heat the flower base as
well; not to molten, but to warm
it in preparation for the petals.
Don’t put the petal directly in the
flame because it could thermal
shock. Heat the tip of the petal to
an orange color and put it in the
center of the base bead and attach it thoroughly. Now continue
putting the other petals and build
the flower, overlapping the petals
as you go. Make any adjustments with preheated tweezers
to define the flower shape.
TIP: Don’t forget to heat the
whole bead during working.
I heat my beads near the tip
of the flame. Whatever you
do, don’t touch the flower
with cold tweezers!

Decorating the
flower:

6e

Steps 7a and 7b: The last step
is decorating with DH Aurae. You
can use any kind of base and
Double Helix glass you want. I
decided on Aurae because it’s
my favorite silver glass for its
easy reduction. Add little dots –
reduce and say yipee! Your first
flower is done and ready to go
into the kiln.
Good luck and enjoy your making flowers!

7a
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Hot Pink Beads
WITH RHEA AND PHOEBE

By Jed Hannay

Y

ou don’t need Double Helix Clio and CIM
Clockwork orange to make hot pink! Try layering our Double Helix silver glass colors Rhea
and Phoebe together instead.

Tools and supplies:
CG beadrollers (BR-61 Small Ribbed Barrels,
and BR-30 Large Rounds)
Double Helix Rhea
Double Helix Phoebe
Double Helix Zephyr
Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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NOTE: To get the results in
the photos we suggest using
graphite beadrollers like the
ones sold by CG Beads.

1a

1b

2a

2b

3a

3b

3c

3d
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Steps 1a and 1b: First, apply
some Rhea to the mandrel.
Make a small barrel shape, sized
to fit in the ribbed cylinder beadroller. This is the core and more
glass will be added, so make the
core small enough to fit into one
of the smaller slots in the beadroller. Apply heat to soften.
Steps 2a and 2b: Roll the bead
gently in the beadroller. It takes
a bit of practice to estimate the
correct amount of glass for the
mold size. If it gets messed up,
reheat and try again. For the
core, we won’t need the ridges,
so you can melt the bead smooth
before the next step.
Steps 3a - 3d: Next, apply thin
stripes of Phoebe to the core.
To keep it clean, turn up your
oxygen a bit. To keep the bead
symmetrical, I like to apply the
stripes in an alternating pattern.
Stripe, turn 180 degrees, then
stripe, until I have four stripes
and four gaps. Then I fill in the
gaps. Once the core is covered,
use the flame to smooth out the
surface. If you start at the ends,
it can help prevent cracking.
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Step 4: I like to use the back of
the beadroller as a long graphite
paddle to help smooth out the
bead.
Steps 5a and 5b: Apply some
heat to soften the surface of the
bead. Roll the bead gently in the
largest slot of the beadroller.
4

5a

5b

6

7a

7b
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Step 6: Next we are going to
gently reduce the bead. Turn up
your propane a bit until the yellow candles are an inch or two
long and pass the bead briefly
through the furthest reaches of
the flame. For a clean luster,
keep each exposure to the reduction flame brief. I use multiple, light reductions. Just a couple seconds per pass. Don’t let
the bead get hot, or the luster will
be muddy.
Steps 7a - 7c: Next we will apply the first layer of Zephyr. The
trick to maintaining the metallic
layer is to keep it out of the flame
until it’s been encased. Apply the
Zephyr in thin stripes, heating
just the tip of the rod. Keep the
reduced bead out of the flame as
you continue adding stripes. Fill
in any gaps between the stripes.

7c
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Steps 8a and 8b: Once all the
stripes have been applied, heat
the ends of the bead to smooth it
out. Then you can use the graphite to smooth out the surface of
the bead.

8a

8b

Steps 9a - 9d: Now we will apply
a ring of Zephyr clear to the center of the bead. Apply a smaller
ring to one side and again on the
other side.

9a

9b

Steps 10a -10d: Use the flame to
begin melting in the clear rings.
Now is a good time to tidy up the
ends. Use the outside edge of the
beadroller to flatten and correct
the ends. Gently roll or press the
ends against the outside edge of
the beadroller. Be careful not to
disrupt the bead release. Use the
flame to continue melting in the
clear rings.

9c

9d

10a

10b

10c

10d
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Steps 11a and 11b: Almost
there. Control the heat. The bead
doesn’t need to get sloppy hot just enough to soften and smooth
the clear encasing layer. Use the
round bead mold to smooth the
surface of the bead and encourage it to be round and regular.
Step 12: Now is a good time to
11b correct the ends, if necessary.

11a

Step 13: Gently heat the surface
in preparation for final shaping.
Steps 14a and 14b: Use the
ring-shaped edge of a too-small
bead mold to shape the bead,
then use the flame to polish out
any tool marks.

12

13

Step 15: And here we go, ready
to anneal.

14a

14b

15

About the author:
Jed Hannay has been a lampworker for over 20 years.
He’s the owner and color creator at Double Helix Glassworks. He currently lives in Virginia with his family, two
whippets, and a flock of ducks.
Website: www.doublehelixglassworks.com
Facebook : www.facebook.com/DoubleHelixGlassworks/
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Once Upon
a Dragon

HOW TO MAKE
DRAGON SCALE BEADS
By Mary Ann Helmond
Photo Credits: Deborah Benninger and Taylor Bradford
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M

y recent collaborations have been with a
very talented wire weaving artist Deborah
(Debbie) Benninger, who is the owner of
I.D. Jewelry and Design. Both of us enjoy the challenge of creating wearable art pieces and Debbie
has been successful with multiple entries over
the years with Fire Mountain Gems. Last year we
talked about creating a piece for the Bead Dreams
competition through the Bead and Button magazine. Debbie had created a smaller dragon piece
and was motivated to try something on a larger
scale. We discussed the concept of the piece at
a brainstorming session and I had a list of glass
components to make before Debbie was able to
start her creative process. What follows are two
tutorials that I want to share with you for the body
parts that required dragon scales and for the eyes.
Naturally, I gravitate towards blues and greens
(peacock colors! - no surprise). I had to also consider how the colors would look with antique copper wire. Since I wanted the dragon to have some
shimmer in its coloration, I decided to work with
silver glass.

Tools and supplies:
Dipped mandrels (I use 1/16 inch, but larger
diameter would be fine)
Graphite marver
Brass marver/shaper
X-Acto Knife
Large hole mandrels to use as punties
Glass cutters
Optional: Straight-sided Lentil Press from
www.zooziis.com
Raking tool – tungsten or glass (I like to pull
points on the ends of clear stringers to use as
raking tools)
Effetre Transparent Black (064)
Effetre Transparent Light Aqua (034)
Effetre 030 Transparent Dark Emerald Green or
any dark transparent
Effetre 066 Intense Black stringer
Reichenbach Iris Dense Blue (RL 3206) - a
beautiful reduction blue glass that can be
purchased from www.glasscolor.com
Double Helix Gaia and Zephyr

NOTE: These beads can be made with any shape of base bead, however, when consistency in
shape and size is needed, I use various sizes of the straight-sided lentil presses.
Step 1: Using Effetre black, make a barrel bead
slightly smaller than the mandrel space in the cavity of the lentil press.

1

3a
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Step 2: Add black glass, evenly heat to glowing,
press using the straight-sided lentil press. Fire polish to remove chill marks. It is better to have a little
less glass when making the first press. It is easier
to add more, reheat and press again, than it is to
remove glass.

2

Steps 3a and 3b: Place two small dots of Iris
Dense Blue on the left side of the lentil, close
to the mandrel. Gently heat the dots to glowing
orange, remove from the flame and, using the
brass marver, press the dots to flatten slightly. You
may need to do this a few times. The dots can
be slightly raised from the surface bead and not
touching each other. After the last heating, use a
brass marver to help cool the dots.

3b
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Step 4: With the bead outside of the flame, turn
the oxygen down a little and the propane up to get
a large bushy flame. Hold the bead out near the
ends of the flame and allow the flame tips to touch
the dots. Remove the bead and check for a shiny
reduced surface on the dots.

4

TIP: If the reduction does not happen right
away, then introduce the bead into the ends
of the flame again. Be careful not to over-reduce since you may not be able to get the
reduction back.

5

Step 5: In a neutral flame, encase the dots with
transparent light aqua. Gently heat and marver to
be sure the whole dot is encased. You may need
to heat and marver a few times. The dots should
remain slightly raised. Try to avoid having the dots
touch each other. If they do, heat the area, remove
from the flame, then use the X-Acto knife to separate the dots.
6

7

Step 6: Gently heat one dot at a time, remove from
the flame, cut an indentation into the dot while moving towards the mandrel to bring the dot to a gentle
pointed scale. Repeat for the second dot.
Step 7: Use the Iris Dense Blue to make the second row of dots. There should be room for three
dots. The placement should be between the first
row of dots.

8

9

Step 8: Heat each dot, one at a time, remove from
the flame, and marver to slightly flatten. Again,
you may need to do this a few times. After the last
heating of each dot, remove from the flame, and
cool the dot with the brass marver.
Step 9: With the bead outside of the flame, turn
the torch to a reduction flame and reduce the dots
as you did in step 4.
Step 10: In a neutral flame, encase each dot with
transparent light aqua as you did in step 5.

10
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Step 11: Heat each dot and marver to slightly flatten. The dots should be close to each other but not
touching.
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Steps 12a and 12b: Heat each dot, one at a time
to glowing, then remove the bead from the flame,
and cut with the X-Acto knife as you did in step 6.
As you do this, you will be pushing the point to fill
the space left between the two previous dots.

12a

Step 13: Continue the process outlined above to
completely cover the surface of the bead. Evenly
reheat the finished bead before placing it in the
12b kiln to anneal. In the case of the straight-sided
lentil beads used to make the dragon, only the surface of the lentil was covered with scales since the
wire woven setting held the bead in place so that it
would not be visible from both sides.

VARIATIONS:

13

This type of scale pattern can be used to cover any
bead shape. You can also experiment with using
different transparent colors to encase the reduced
dots. Different colors will give you different results.
(a) Pendant made from extra “body” beads.
(b) Transparent Light Emerald Green (Effetre 028)
over Iris Dense Blue.
(c) Two round beads made using Transparent Pale
Aqua (Effetre 038) over Iris Dense Blue.
(d) Head and eye beads for “Once Upon a Dragon”.

a

b

c
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HOW TO MAKE DRAGON EYE BEADS

Making the twistie:
Steps 1a and 1b: Using rods of glass that are the
same diameter, cut about 1 to 1 ¼ inches of each
color. I am using Gaia and Iris Dense Blue.

1a

1b

2a

2b

3
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Steps 2a and 2b: Heat the end of the large hole
mandrel to glowing. At the same time, heat the end
of the Gaia rod to glowing. Place the glowing Gaia
rod of glass on about half of the flat surface of the
end of the mandrel. Heat the end of the Iris Dense
Blue rod to glowing. Simultaneously heat the end
of the large hole mandrel as well as the side of the
attached rod. When glowing, attach the Iris Dense
Blue rod to the end of the mandrel as well as the
side of the Gaia rod. You may need to reheat the
rods and use mashers to get them to stick to each
other. Once this is done, heat the second large
hole mandrel to glowing as well as both rod ends.
Attach the second punty.
Step 3: Evenly heat both rods. Allow the hot glass
to come to a football shape. Remove from the
flame, pause, then twist your hands in opposite
directions and gently pull so the twisted cane is
about the diameter of a commercial stringer.
As the mandrels cool, the twisted cane will fall off
the ends. This is a great way to pull a twisted cane
with very little wasted glass.
50
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Making the bead:
Step 4: Make a thin barrel bead 8 – 10 mm long
using transparent dark emerald green. The barrel
bead should be three times the diameter as the
thickness of the mandrel.

4

Steps 5a – 5c: Heat one side of the barrel bead to
glowing and apply a glowing gather of transparent
dark emerald green. Heat to blend with the barrel
bead but keep the glass on just one side. Repeat
on the opposite side of the barrel bead.

5a

Step 6: Evenly heat to glowing, remove from the
flame, and mash with mini mashers so that the volume of glass on the top and bottom of the mandrel
is equal to the diameter of the mandrel.
Step 7: Gently reheat and use a brass marver/
shaper as needed to create an eye shape.
Step 8: Heat the surface of the eye bead and apply the twisted cane around the outside edge.
5b

5c

Step 9: Apply two dots of twisted cane to the inside corners of the eye shape.
Steps 10a and 10b: Heat and marver the twisted
cane to cover the surface of the eye bead. The
surface should be evenly covered although it is not
necessary to cover the center. Heat and neaten
the edges as needed to maintain the eye shape.

6

7

8

9
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Step 11: Apply a dot of intense black to the center
of the eye. Gently heat and marver it flat so that it
remains a dot and is flat to the surface of the twisted cane.

11

12

Step 12: Spot heat one side of the black dot
as well as the space below it. Remove from the
flame, and just as the color returns, rake the black
dot to the outer edge of the eye. Repeat for the
other side of the black dot. It is hard to see this
step in the photo, but you can refer to the finished
bead to see the effect you are trying to achieve.
Steps 13a and 13b: Spot heat the twisted cane
on one side of the black pupil. Remove from the
flame, resting the hot bead on a torch mounted
marver, use an X-Acto knife to quickly cut indentations into the iris. Repeat on the opposite side of
the iris.

13a

Step 14: Keep the bead out of the flame to switch
to a reduction flame. Reduce the iris area, then
turn the flame back to a neutral flame. Keep the
13b reduced surface out of the flame while heating the
Zephyr to glowing. Remove it from the flame and
drop the glowing gather on the eye surface and
quickly push the clear to cover the eye surface.
Step 15: Spot heat areas of the clear, remove
from the flame, and use a brass marver to push
the glass to evenly cover the eye surface.

14

15

Step 16: Evenly heat the whole bead, then place it
in your kiln to anneal. Once annealed, you can use
your dragon beads and dragon eyes to create your
own wire-wrapped pendant, necklace, or earrings.

16
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The finished piece
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Mary Ann and Debbie Benniger at the 2018
Bead & Button show.

“Once Upon a Dragon” with its honorable mention
ribbon at the 2018 Bead & Button show.

About the artist:
After teaching high school visual arts for the past 29 years, Mary Ann is dedicating her time to her
passion for the art of glass beadmaking and jewelry design. Her first goal was to develop a signature bead which then evolved into her peacock line of beads. Now she is exploring other imagery
and techniques with the intent of originality and creativity as the driving force behind her ideas.
She participates in a number of artisan shows throughout the year, is available for lampworking
demonstrations, and also teaches semi-private lampworking classes in her basement studio in
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada.
While her website is being restructured, she is making use of her Facebook business page, MA
Beads. An announcement will be posted via Facebook once her website is up and running.
Mary Ann loves to travel and to visit with family and friends. More often than not, her travels are
bead-related and she is open to traveling with fellow bead makers to take classes! Italy anyone?
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SILVER GLASS

Gravity Swirl Bead
By Hayley Tsang Sather

T

his is a three-in-one tutorial for both newer and more experienced lampworkers. Using the techniques on how to make a gravity swirl bead, I will share with you how to shape a perfect bicone
AND show you how to work with using both striking and reducing silver glass on a single bead.

In order to fully utilize this tutorial, you will need to make a bead that is about two inches long. Having
said that, you may choose to only do the middle swirl and omit the two side swirls completely. In this
case, you may work on a shorter bead.
Soda Lime Times Copyright 2018
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Tools and supplies:
Handheld marver, preferably a larger 3 x 5-inch one, but not so large that it’s too heavy to hold
Red transparent or any dark transparent color
Double Helix Psyche or any dark reducing silver glass
Double Helix Terranova 2 or any striking silver glass
Double Helix Triton or any blue reducing silver glass

Before you begin:

Removing the scum

Prep the rods. To do this I clean them with
alcohol on a piece of paper towel or clean
cotton rag. Then I heat the end of each
rod and pull off the scummy tip. This is
very important for transparent glass, especially clear and lighter colors.
Steps 1a and 1b: Start by winding
enough transparent red (or a dark transparent color) for a two-inch footprint. Marver and shape into a long tubular base
bead. It is not critical to have the ends
perfect at this point but the better they are
shaped, the easier it will be later.

1a

1b

Step 2: Wind more glass in the middle of
the tubular base and melt in until you have
a lump in the middle third of the bead. The
size of the lump is dependent on how large
the “waist” of the bicone you want.
REMEMBER – don’t forget to apply insurance heat to the two ends.

2

3a

3b

3c
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Steps 3a – 3c: Heat one half of the bead
and marver to smooth out the lump, eliminating any distinct transition between the
newly wound glass and the base tubular
bead. Repeat on the other half of the
bead the same way. If the lump is too big,
tilt the mandrel to allow the molten glass
to travel towards the end. The end is NOT
heated to molten state, thus retaining
its shape. I like to let gravity do as much
work as possible when shaping - you can
see how the bicone shape is almost perfectly formed simply by using the torch
flame. Marver smooth into bicone shape.
Remember to pause to allow a “skin” to
form first!
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Step 4: In order for the final bead to be
perfectly shaped, it’s important that the
bead is shaped properly at every stage of
the process. Heat each end of the bicone
till it just glows, marver both the side of
the bead as well as the tip at the end.

4

5

6a

6b

7

8

PSYCHE
TRITON

TERRANOVA 2

TRITON

TERRANOVA 2
PSYCHE
Placement of stripes
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Step 5: Bathe your entire bead in the
flame - I like to start with one end, keep
rotating the mandrel heating the bead
round and round from one end to the other. Make sure that your entire bead has a
glow (but not molten!) before moving onto
the next step.
Steps 6a and 6b: Preheat Psyche (or
any dark reducing silver glass) until about
one inch of the rod from the tip is almost
molten. Preheat the path of the bead
where you want the stripe to go (so the
base bead is “tacky” enough to accept the
stripe), then apply a stripe from one end
to the other end. Apply another stripe of
Psyche (or any dark reducing silver glass)
on the exact opposite side of the base
bead the same way (12:00 and 6:00 if you
look down the mandrel at the bead). Make
sure that the ends of the stripe do not thin
out too much - add a little glass if needed.
Step 7: Preheat Triton (or any blue reducing silver glass) until about one inch of the
rod from the tip is almost molten, apply a
stripe from one end to the other end next
to the first stripe of Psyche about one-third
of the way to the second stripe of Psyche.
Apply a second stripe of Triton (or any blue
reducing silver glass) directly on the opposite side of the first (2:00 and 8:00).
Step 8: Preheat Terranova 2 (or any striking silver glass) until about one inch of the
rod from the tip is almost molten, apply a
stripe from one end to the other end between Psyche and Triton stripes. Apply a
second stripe of Terranova 2 (or any striking silver glass) directly on the opposite
side of the first (4:00 and 10:00).
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9b

9a

Steps 9a and 9b: Bathe your
entire bead in the flame for insurance heat as shown in Step 5.
Heat the tips of all six stripes on
each end, then use your brass
tool to slightly pat and push the
glass towards the end. If some
of the stripes are slightly short,
spot heat and pull with your tungsten-tip tweezer so they all extend to the end.
Steps 10a and 10b: Heat
one end until glowing (but not
droopy), marver by using a
down, up, rotate, down, up, rotate motion. Repeat on the other
end. At this point, the stripes are
still slightly raised on the ends.
Give insurance heat to the entire
bead as in Step 5.
Steps 11a - 11d: Heat the mid-

10a

10b dle of your bead until the glass is

very droopy. As the glass begins
to move, keep rotating at the
same speed without pausing.
When the swirls are to your liking, take the bead completely
out of the flame and continue to
rotate until the bead is just glowing. When the bead cools to just
glowing (as pictured), marver
it back into its smooth bicone
shape. Continue to marver until
11b the glow is gone - this step is
also striking the striking silver
glass.

11a

REMEMBER - Insurance Heat!

11c
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12a

12b

12c

12d

13a

13b

14a
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Steps 12a - 12d: Switch your mandrel to your other hand for the next
few steps – note that the tip of the
mandrel is now on the right side of
the picture. Heat one half of your
bead until the glass starts to droop.
Adjust your flame if necessary so
the end is not under the direct heat
of the flame. Keep rotating at the
same speed without pausing. When
the swirls are to your liking, take the
bead completely out of the flame
and continue to rotate until the
bead is just glowing. Heat the other half of your bead until the glass
starts to droop. Keep rotating at
the same speed without pausing.
When the swirls are to your liking,
take the bead completely out of
the flame and continue to rotate
until the just glowing.
Steps 13a and 13b: At this point, I
like to switch back to my dominant
hand to finish shaping the bead
but you may elect to continue on
with the same hand. Heat one
end until the glass is molten. At
the same time, tilt the mandrel to
allow the glass to move towards
that end. Take the bead out of the
flame and continue to rotate until
the glass “folds” over a bit to form
a puckered end. Wait until a “skin”
is formed, then gently marver, increasing pressure as you marver
again and again.
Steps 14a - 14c: Heat the other
end until the glass is molten. At
the same time, tilt the mandrel to
allow the glass to move towards
that end. Take the bead out of the
flame and continue to rotate until
the glass “folds” over a bit to form
a puckered end. Wait until a “skin”
is formed, then gently marver, increasing pressure as you marver
again and again.
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Step 15: Let the second end cool
until the glow is gone, give insurance heat to the first end and the
middle to strike the striking silver
glass. Finally bathe the entire bead
until glowing slightly.

15

16

Step 16: Let the bead cool until
the glow is gone (do the “under
the table” test by placing the bead
under your work table until you can
see that it is no longer glowing).
Step 17: To reduce the reducing
silver glass, turn down your oxygen a bit and turn up the propane/
natural gas until the yellow candles
are about 2.5-3 inches / 6-7cm.

17

18a

18b

19

Steps 18a and 18b: Re-introduce
the cooled bead at the tip of the
flame. I always start with the two
ends for those tend to crack first.
Waft the bead in and out of the reducing flame until the iridescence
develops on the bead.
Step 19: When the effects of the
silver glass reaction are to your
liking, place your bead in a preheated kiln.

About the artist:
Hayley Tsang Sather has a fine arts background with a BFA from the University of Hawaii and a
MFA from Yale University. She has had her own graphic design studio for over 20 years in San
Francisco.
In 2006, she discovered the magic of glass while searching for interesting beads to incorporate into
their jewelry. Hayley has spent a great deal of time exploring silver glass – soda lime glass laden
with silver and other metals – and has written, taught, and authored tutorials on the subject. Although working with silver glass is her passion, her obsession is executing a perfect form, such as
a slender bicone, a tube, an olive, a barrel, or a sphere.
Hayley thrives in being outside her comfort zone and is continually exploring. She draws her inspiration from her fine arts training of design, color, texture, composition, abstraction, juxtaposition,
and interpretation. Hayley teaches flameworking both in the United States and worldwide.
Website: http://www.envisionsf.com/, Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/hayleytsangsather
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Cool Stuff for Hot Glass
Lampworking and Jewelry Tools, Glass, Supplies and Services
ARC PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES

ARTISTRY IN GLASS

CG BEADS, INC.

Professional bead photography
www.arcphotographicimages.com

Lampworking supplies in Canada
www.artistryinglass.on.ca

Graphite cavity tools, findings
www.cgbeads.com

CORINA LAMPWORK TOOLS
Beads, tools, tutorials & classes
http://www.corinabeads.com

DEVARDI GLASS

Lampwork glass $5.99/lb
www.devardiglass.com

DOUBLE HELIX GLASSWORKS

FRANTZ ART GLASS

GLASS DIVERSIONS

GLAS GESTALTUNG
AUDREY OTTERBEIN

Lampworking tools, glass & supplies
www.frantzartglass.com

Captivating Frit Blends
www.GlassDiversions.com

GRACEFUL CUSTOMS

GUNNAR HAAG

Silver glass rods, frit, and murrini
www.doublehelixglassworks.com

Tools, glass, presses and more
www.otterbein-glas.de

HEATHER TRIMLETT

Custom lampworking tools
www.gracefulcustoms.etsy.com

Lampworking tools, glass & supplies
http://www.farbglas-werkzeug.de

Tutorials and Tools
www.heathertrimlett.com

LEONARDO LAMPWORK TOOLS
Tools, tutorials, and beads
http://www.leonardolampwork.com/

MORETTI & MORE

Lampworking tools, glass & supplies
http://www.morettiandmore.com/

TUFFNELL GLASS

Europe’s largest glass supplier
www.tuffnellglass.com

VAL COX FRIT

VENGHAUS PEARLS

ZOOZIIS

Frit blends for the lampwork artist
www.valcoxfrit.com

Teaching Studios

Big hole pearls
www.svenghaus.etsy.com

Brass bead presses and tools
www.zooziis.com

BRAZEE STREET STUDIOS
Cincinnati, OH

GSS FLAMEWORKING
(Ottawa, Canada)

www.brazeestreetstudios.com

Classes*Glass*Supplies* Findings

www.GSSFlameworking.ca

THE MELTING POINT
(Sedona, AZ)

MESA ARTS CENTER
(Mesa AZ)

ARTGLASS SANTA BARBARA
(Santa Barbara, CA)

Where glass, play & inspiration meet

www.mesaartscenter.com

www.artglasssb.com

www.the-melting-point.com
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Coming Next Month. . . Special Finishes!
Next month our theme is special finishes! Think about tumbling or etching your beads, electroforming,
using baking soda or other chemicals to alter the surface, cold-working, adding metal, etc. Do you have
photos of your beads demonstrating a special finishing technique? If so, we’d love to see them. Please
send your photos to diane@sodalimetimes.com or lampworkmagazine@gmail.com by August 15th and
you might just see your beads in our next issue. See the next page for submissions guidelines.
Soda Lime Times is released every month on the first day of the month and is available to subscribers
for $4.95 per month. To subscribe to Soda Lime Times, please visit our website at www.sodalimetimes.
com. If you are interested in becoming a contributor to the magazine, either as a one-time contributor
or on an on-going basis, please contact Diane to share your ideas. We are actively seeking interesting
content for our magazine and would love to visit with you.
Please contact Tina Whittimore at support@sodalimetimes.com with any questions regarding your subscription or comments about the magazine.
Diane Woodall / Editor-in-Chief
Darryle Jadaa / Copy editor and feature articles
Karen Leonardo / Features writer
Tina Whittimore/ Webmaster and customer service
All photographs contained herein are published with permission of the artist.
All materials contained in Soda Lime Times are protected by United States copyright law and may not
be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, displayed, published, or broadcast without the prior written
permission of Soda Lime Times. You may not alter or remove any trademark, copyright, or other notice
from copies of the content. You may download material from Soda Lime Times and print one copy for
your personal, noncommercial use.
Links to websites other than those owned by Soda Lime Times are offered as a service to readers.
The editorial staff of Soda Lime Times was not involved in their production and is not responsible for
their content.
For further information, see our terms of service at www.sodalimetimes.com.
Safety notice: Readers of this magazine acknowledge that there is risk associated with lampworking
and that it is the responsibility of the reader to work in a safe studio. Soda Lime Times assumes no
responsibility for injuries or damage caused as a result of using any of the material in any publication
produced by our company. It is up to each individual reader to determine if they possess the skills
required to safely execute a project.
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Submission of photos:
We want your photos, but please follow these guidelines for submission:
Photos must be at least 500KB in size to be accepted. We receive many photos we can’t use
in the magazine because they are simply too small. Larger photos of 1MB or more are fine. If in
doubt about the size of your photos, send them to me and I can tell you if the size is OK.

n

n

Acceptable formats are JPG, TIFF, and PNG.

n

Photos can be submitted via email or Dropbox.

n

You can submit as many photos as you like.

Please do not submit photos with your name or logo on them, or a watermark of any kind
unless it is along the edge and can be easily cropped out.

n

Photos with harsh shadows, or those that are blurry or poorly lit cannot be accepted. Your
photo will be seen by thousands of people around the world, so please send only good quality
photos you would be proud to represent your work.

n

Please remove the beads from the mandrel and clean them before taking the photograph. No
photos of beads still on the mandrel will be accepted.

n

IMPORTANT: When you send your photos, please include the link you would like listed in the
artist credits (Facebook, your website, Etsy, etc.). If you do not supply a link with your photos, we
will use your email address in the artist credits if your work appears in the magazine.

n

Until next time . . .

. . . do the “I got my silver glass to strike” dance!
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